We present a set of novel design principles to aid in the development of complex collective behaviors in fleets of mobile robots. The key elements are: the use of a graph algorithm that we have created, with certain proven properties, that guarantee scalable local communications for fleets of arbitrary size; the use of artificial forces to simplify the design of motion control; the use of certain proximity values in the graph algorithm to simplify the sharing of robust navigation and sensor information among the robots. We describe these design elements and present a computer simulation that illustrates the behaviors readily achievable with these design tools.
I. Introduction
The use of simple agents to accomplish complex collective tasks (swarm intelligence or collective intelligence) has become a popular approach in areas such as robotics control, optimization searching, artificial life and the modeling of social insect behavior. Swarms of mobile robots have been proposed for a variety of tasks that are hazardous for humans to perform, such as hazardous chemical plume tracing and operation in radiation environments. The redundancy and distributed nature of the agent resources inherent in swarm approaches offer performance advantages over complex individual agents for certain types of tasks (e.g. real-time monitoring of wide areas) and also provide general robustness against hardware failures. There has been much research effort in the area of mobile robot swarms, both externally [1, 2] and within Sandia National Laboratories [3, 4] .
In this work we consider a class of mobile physical agents that model simple, autonomous robots. The model robotic agents in this report are assumed to be identical and to have the following set of properties: finite state machines that select behaviors; limited (embedded) processing power; rf communication with a finite range; knowledge of self position (e.g. through GPS capability); mobility and steering; a small set of environmental sensors (e.g. chemical sensors). We do not assume that these agents have actuators that can modify the environment. Thus, the agent communication that we discuss below does not involve any indirect pathways that require environmental alteration (so-called stigmergy).
There are a variety of design approaches for controlling the motion of collections of mobile robots. In this paper we consider a class of control algorithms in which the mobile robot motions are driven by artificial pair-wise artificial "forces", called Aforces, that are functions of distance between the robot pairs. The Aforces can also be functions of the agent state, which in turn can depend on environmental conditions. The Aforces acting on each agent are computed by that agent, and multiple pair-wise Aforces are combined through vector summation. Each robot then generates a motion that corresponds to the resulting artificial force. Combinations of distance-dependent attractive and repulsive Aforces can in general generate complex swarm behaviors.
Each pair-wise interaction requires that the two agents exchange certain information (e.g. location and state). The details of the agent communication protocol have a significant impact on the performance and scalability of the swarm system. Each agent must decide who else to "listen to", what information must be broadcast to other agents and if it is the agent's turn to broadcast at any given time. The use of pair-wise agent interactions means that functional agents must not become isolated from rf contact with the rest of the agent population. The amount of information to be transferred between agents and the subsequent processing requirements for that information should not violate processing and bandwidth limitations of the hardware. Agents that require direct information and communication from all other agents create scalability issues as agent population size N increases, since the number of communication links scales as O(N 2 ). Clearly, large-scale applications motivate communication schemes that require only a constant number of local neighbor agent interactions for each agent, so that the number of communication links scales as O(N). Such approaches can still enable certain key local information to become globally distributed when needed. For example, the detection of areas of interest and areas to avoid by a few agents can be propagated to affect the states and behaviors of the entire population. Such global information, distributed through only local communications, can greatly simplify the design of complex collective behaviors.
In this paper we introduce a graph theoretical approach to the design of swarm communication and mobility architectures that we call cluster networks. Cluster networks are graphs that each agent computes independently in such a way that: the physical positions of the agents are the graph vertices; pairs of agents agree on the presence or absence of a graph edge directly joining them. All state decisions and pair-wise "force" interactions are determined using only information originally present within an agent and information acquired from other agents that are connected by a graph edge in the computed cluster network. Cluster networks require only local communication of an agent with a small, bounded number of neighbor agents. Through an additional construct called proximity indices, cluster networks enable local proximity information about the detection of desirable and undesirable targets to be propagated through the swarm. The cluster networks require exchange of a few bytes of information in each communication cycle, yet provide sufficient local navigation information to enable a variety of complex, collective swarm behaviors. Graph theory proofs have been carried out for certain key properties of the cluster networks. In particular, the cluster network generates a connected graph of all agents that remain within rf range limits, so that all such agents are guaranteed to have pair-wise interactions to guide their behaviors. These graphs exhibit useful properties that are not generally exhibited by simple lists of nearest neighbor agents. We discuss these points below.
We also describe a set of three types of pair-wise "forces" between agents. Two of these mimic the attractive and repulsive potentials well known in physical systems (e.g. Lennard Jones potentials). The third is a novel collision-dependent Aforce inspired by magnetic forces that we propose for general mobile agent control applications. This is a tangential Aforce that acts orthogonally to the pair-wise separation. The Aforce switches between "right-hand-rule" and "left-hand-rule" directions when the agent approaches another agent too closely (i.e., an effective collision occurs). As we illustrate with simulations, this additional Aforce provides a simple approach to achieving a variety of useful swarming behaviors.
There are several goals for this work. Our main goal is to present a set of general-purpose design tools that facilitate the design of complex collective behaviors that satisfy specific performance goals. The intent is that these tools be relatively simple to use and understand, despite the complexity of the behaviors that they enable. Another goal is to produce designed behaviors that can scale up, without modification, to very large numbers of agents in a population. Further, the algorithms so designed should allow implementation in relatively low-power microcontroller processing hardware and using limited-range, low-power communication hardware. Finally, the tools should provide inherent robustness against various errors to be encountered in actual physical robotic embodiments. Our experience with these tools over a several year period suggests that these goals were not unrealistic.
II. Clustering networks
Clustering network graphs are computed using a graph theory construct [5] called a region of influence (ROI). ROIs are two-dimensional (2-D) shapes that are defined with respect to pairs of vertices. In the present case, each agent position is a vertex. The size of the ROI for each pair of vertices is scaled with the separation of the vertices, and the orientation of the ROI is determined by alignment with the line segment that would connect the two vertices. ROIs determine graph edges (of the agents in the present case) through a seemingly simple exclusionary rule --any pair of agents in a swarm have a connecting graph edge iff no third agent is inside the ROI defined by the pair. The ROI is applied to all pairs of agents in the swarm. Each agent can carry out the ROI calculations itself to determine which other agents have graph edges to itself (called cluster neighbors), and all pairs of (correctly behaving) agents will arrive at the same conclusion about the presence of a joining graph edge between them. Many simple mathematical ROI shapes have been explored in the literature, and the mathematical properties of the resulting graphs have been examined. Here we present a new ROI shape that we have proposed, called the bow tie [6] , that has been designed to produce useful graph structures for purposes of swarm agent interactions and communication. We first present the shape, then describe and illustrate the graph properties that provably follow from this shape. For the remainder of the paper we consider only clustering network graphs produced by the bow tie ROI.
The bow tie shape is given in Fig. 1 . This ROI is made up of the union of two wedge-shaped regions. The radius of each wedge is equal in length to the line segment that would join the pair of agents (this line segment, not shown in Fig. 1 , will be called the pair line for the rest of this paper). Each wedge area is obtained by sweeping each radius in an arc, fixed at one of the pairs of agents, with equal sweep areas on either side of the pair line. We define this ROI to not include the line that forms the boundary of the shape. The bow tie ROI can have a variable total angle of sweep (centered about the pair line) up to 120 degrees. Such bow tie ROIs only sweep an area that can contain additional agents that are no farther from both of the pair agents than the separation of the pair itself. The version used for clustering networks in this work has a sweep angle of +/-20 degrees about the pair line. Several key properties of clustering network graphs are illustrated in this example. First, all of the agents are part of a connected graph. This property has been proven to be true for any number and configuration of agents and any dimensionality of the agent spatial positions [6] . Second, the graph edges for each agent have a minimum relative angle between them. This behavior can also be proved from the shape of the bow tie ROI. The clustering network graph tends to provide local communication that propagates from each agent in a wide range of directions while maintaining overall connectivity. Fig. 2 Schematic of a set of robots in a plane (left) and the corresponding computed graph edges (right). Information transfer and motion control are determined using these graph edges.
These properties produce graphs that can be quite different from those that would result from interacting with the j nearest neighbors of each agent. In particular, nearest neighbor graphs may have all of the j graph edges oriented along a similar set of directions, so that communication flow may be greatly constrained in certain parts of the agent population. Further, each agent produces directed graph edges, i.e. these edges in general don't match with those computed by other agents. Thus, an agent may become isolated in that it is not among the closest nearest neighbors of any other agents, and so all other agents ignore it. This can clearly occur even when all agents remain within communication range of some other non-zero set of agents.
III. Proximity indices
The clustering network graph can be used by the agents to provide navigation information to each other using integer values that we call proximity indices. These indices are computed by each agent and broadcast to the other cluster neighbors. If a particular agent acts as the origin (i.e. has a proximity index of unity), then the values computed by the other agents correspond to the minimum number of graph edges that must be traversed from the origin to that agent. Agents can take on the origin value in a variety of useful where pmin is the smallest proximity index being broadcast by agent's cluster neighbors and pmax is a positive integer value that can be chosen to prevent overflow of the indices. We note that this algorithm is analogous to one used to compute Euclidean distance maps for image processing applications [7] . In the absence of an origin, all agents reach the maximum proximity index value of pmax. Thus, all agents within pmax graph edges of an origin become aware of it, and this information is globally available if pmax is chosen greater than N (the number of agents). The properties of the proximity indices are illustrated for an example set of agents in Fig. 3 . The figure shows two example index sets that arise from sensor responses at two different locations.
The figure shows an area that triggers the sensor along with the stable states that the proximity values reach after a few communication cycles. These proximity values clearly provide navigational information for any agent that has a cluster neighbor with proximity index less than pmax. By following the proximity index "gradient" provided by the other agents, an agent can move towards the graph origin and thus to any environmental property that triggers such origins. Similarly, undesirable environmental conditions can be avoided by moving towards agents with larger proximity indices. The useful information provided by the proximity indices can be directly incorporated into the agent behaviors by making the pair-wise agents Aforces dependent on them, as discussed below.
Multiple proximity indices can be maintained simultaneously if agents need information about more then one type of material or situation. These multiple indices can be used in a simple way to provide different types of navigation for agents in different states, or to guide navigation subject to certain constraints (e.g. move toward a certain detected stimulus while also avoiding another type of detected stimulus).
IV. Artificial Forces
The clustering network graph provides key information needed to define a set of artificial forces that each agent computes for itself in order to guide its own motion. In particular, an agent will only compute pairwise Aforces for cluster neighbors. The vector Aforces that we consider here are functions of the distance between the agent pair, and can also depend on the states and proximity indices of each agent. We use only the vector direction of the sum of Aforces acting on each agent, as the velocity of moving robots is often relatively constant.
Two straightforward Aforces that we use together are an attractive component that dominates at large separations and a repulsive component that dominates at small separations. Such Aforces are intended to mimic the nanoscale intermolecular forces that produce liquid and solid collective behaviors from many individual molecules. These interactions are convenient for achieving the sorts of agent clustering and flocking behaviors that are so familiar to this field.
We also propose a novel Aforce in this work that has proved useful both for providing robustness of the algorithm performance and for facilitating a variety of swarming, surrounding, and searching behaviors. This force is only active within a certain range of cluster neighbor separations. When active, the agent creates a force component that, by itself, would cause the agent to "orbit" the cluster neighbor. The orbit initially chooses either the clockwise or counterclockwise direction randomly. This orbit directions is maintained until the orbit path is occluded by another agent. In this case, the orbit direction is reversed. This force component acts stochastically to find free paths around a cluster neighbor, and produces very robust surround behaviors (e.g., even in the presence of irregularly-shaped obstacles) when activated.
A useful and flexible design tool is the specification of different subsets of these three fundamental Aforces, so that Aforces are "switched" on and off depending on both the states and information broadcast among an agent and its cluster neighbors. Fig. 4 . Six time steps from a computer simulation using the design principles described in the text. The robots (black squares) are drifting towards the right. They are designed to share information in order to avoid the green terrain, detect the red terrain and surround the perimeter of the red terrain.
V. Example collective behaviors
A variety of collective behaviors have been created in simulations. These include: Surround irregularly shaped region; "Patrol" a perimeter; "Flocking" in a general direction; "Flocking" to a site of high sensor readings; Local navigation guidance inside swarm; Avoiding undesirable terrain; Recruiting more agents to a newly discovered region of interest; Creating complex geometric formations; Detecting certain types of failures of individual robots and compensating for the loss of these agents.
We provide a representative example of a complex collective behavior designed from the principles described above in Fig. 4 . The six panels of the figure are sequential frames (left to right, top to bottom) from an animated simulation using the design techniques described above. The mobile agents are the black squares. The green regions are "undesirable" terrain that can be detected only be agents that are physically within these regions. The red area is a "target" area that also can be detected only be agents that are physically within the region. This red region is to be surrounded by the mobile agents. The agents are initialized to drift towards the right and slightly upwards. They proceed towards the right while avoiding undesirable terrain. The swarm reforms after passing around green terrain. When one of the agents first encounters the red target area, all of the agents become "aware" of this discovery using their proximity indices, and all switch to a "surround" set of Aforces which allow them to find and collectively wrap around (including behind) the boundary of the red area. The robots are designed to halt after surrounding such an area.
Our intent is that the tools should provide inherent robustness against various errors to be encountered in actual physical robotic embodiments. We have only limited experience driving small sets of physical robots with these techniques. We have more extensively studied the robustness of a variety of simulations against errors and noise that are introduced into the coordinate readings, the environmental sensor readings and the movement directions of the robots. We have also considered the failure or malfunctioning of a few robots within the swarm. The detailed results are not presented here, but we generally observe considerable robustness for modest error and noise levels for simulated swarms up to 400 robots.
VI. Conclusions
We have presented a set of novel design principles to aid in the development of complex collective behaviors in fleets of mobile robots. The key elements are: the use of a graph algorithm that we have created, with certain proven properties, that guarantee scalable local communications for fleets of arbitrary size; the use of artificial forces to simplify the design of motion control; the use of certain proximity values in the graph algorithm to simplify the sharing of robust navigation and sensor information among the robots. The intent is that these tools be relatively simple to use and understand, despite the complexity of the behaviors that they enable, and that the designed behaviors can scale up, without modification, to very large numbers of agents in a population. Further, the algorithms so designed are intended to allow implementation in relatively low-power microcontroller processing hardware and using limited-range, lowpower communication hardware. Finally, the tools are intended to provide inherent robustness against various errors to be encountered in actual physical robotic embodiments. Our design elements have met these goals during our multiyear experience using them to design complex robotic behaviors.
